Depletion of bovine CD8+ T cells with chCC63, a chimaeric mouse-bovine antibody.
In order to investigate the role of T cells in immune responses to infectious pathogens, depletion of individual T cell subsets using monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) is commonly undertaken. Since most mAbs are of murine origin, such depletion studies in cattle are restricted by the bovine anti-mouse antibody (BAMA) response to the mouse mAbs used for the depletions. In this study, we describe the use of antibody engineering to overcome the BAMA response. The variable region cDNA from CC63, a monoclonal mouse anti-bovine CD8 antibody, has been expressed in conjunction with bovine constant region genes to produce a mouse-bovine chimaeric antibody (chCC63). Characterisation of chCC63 showed that the antibody contained a bovine constant region and specifically bound bovine CD8+ T cells. Furthermore, chCC63 blocked the binding of the original mouse antibody, CC63, and mediated complement-dependent lysis of bovine CD8+ cells in vitro. In vivo, chCC63 depleted calves of CD8+ T cells as effectively as CC63 and provoked a BAMA response that was about one-tenth of that seen with the mouse antibody.